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Abstract
Sign language recognition is a challenging gesture se-
quence recognition problem, characterized by quick and
highly coarticulated motion. In this paper we focus on
recognition of fingerspelling sequences in American Sign
Language (ASL) videos collected in the wild, mainly from
YouTube and Deaf social media. Most previous work on
sign language recognition has focused on controlled set-
tings where the data is recorded in a studio environment
and the number of signers is limited. Our work aims to
address the challenges of real-life data, reducing the need
for detection or segmentation modules commonly used in
this domain. We propose an end-to-end model based on an
iterative attention mechanism, without explicit hand detec-
tion or segmentation. Our approach dynamically focuses
on increasingly high-resolution regions of interest. It out-
performs prior work by a large margin. We also introduce
a newly collected data set of crowdsourced annotations of
fingerspelling in the wild, and show that performance can
be further improved with this additional data set.
1. Introduction
Automatic recognition of sign language has the poten-
tial to overcome communication barriers for deaf individu-
als. With the increased use of online media, sign language
video-based web sites (e.g., deafvideo.tv) are increas-
ingly used as a platform for communication and media cre-
ation. Sign language recognition could also enable web ser-
vices like content search and retrieval in such media.
From a computer vision perspective, sign language
recognition is a complex gesture recognition problem, in-
volving quick and fine-grained motion, especially in realis-
tic visual conditions. It is also relatively understudied, with
little existing data in natural day-to-day conditions.
In this paper, we study the problem of American Sign
Language (ASL) fingerspelling recognition from naturally
occurring sign language videos collected from web sites.
Fingerspelling is a component of ASL in which words are
signed letter by letter, using an alphabet of canonical letter
handshapes (Figure 2). Words are fingerspelled mainly (but
not only) when they do not have their own ASL signs, for
example technical items or proper nouns. Fingerspelling ac-
counts for up to 35% [31] of ASL and is used frequently for
content words in social interaction or conversations involv-
ing current events or technical topics. In Deaf online media,
fingerspelling recognition is crucial as there is often a high
proportion of such content words. Fingerspelling recogni-
tion is in some ways simpler than general sign language
recognition. In ASL, fingerspelled signs are usually one-
handed, and the hand remains in a similar position through-
out a fingerspelled sequence. However, the task is challeng-
ing in other ways, due to the quick, highly coarticulated, and
often hard-to-distinguish finger motions, as well as motion
blur in lower-quality video “in the wild” (Figures 1, 4).
Automatic sign language recognition is commonly ad-
dressed with approaches borrowed from computer vision
Figure 1: Fingerspelling images in studio data vs. in the wild. Leftmost: example frame from the ChicagoFSVid studio data
set [17]. Rest: Example frames from the ChicagoFSWild data set [35] (see Section 4).
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Figure 2: The ASL fingerspelling alphabet, from [16].
and speech recognition. The “front end” usually consists of
hand detection [35, 15] or segmentation [18], followed by
visual feature extraction. Features are then passed through
a sequence model, similar to ones used in speech recogni-
tion [6, 17, 20]. Hand detection is a typical first step, as
sign language often involves long sequences of large im-
age frames. For example, in a recently introduced finger-
spelling data set [35], a substantial proportion of sequences
are more than 100 frames long, with an average frame size
of 720 × 480, while the informative region is on average
only about 10%. An end-to-end recognition model on raw
image frames may have prohibitive memory requirements.
Most prior work on sign language recognition has fo-
cused on data collected in a controlled environment. Figure
1 shows example images of fingerspelling data collected “in
the wild” in comparison to a studio environment. Compared
to studio data, naturally occurring fingerspelling images of-
ten involve more complex visual context and more motion
blur, especially in the signing hand regions. Thus hand de-
tection, an essential pre-processing step in the typical recog-
nition pipeline, becomes more challenging.
We propose an approach for fingerspelling recognition
that does not rely on hand detection. Ours is an attention-
based fingerspelling recognition model, trained end-to-end
from raw image frames. We make two main contributions:
(1) We propose iterative attention, an approach for obtain-
ing regions of interest of high resolution with limited com-
putation (see Figure 3). Our model trained with iterative
attention achieves higher accuracy than the previous best
approach [35], which requires a custom hand detector. We
further show that even when a hand or face detector is avail-
able, our approach provides significant added value. (2)
We introduce a new, publicly available1 data set of crowd-
sourced fingerspelling video annotations, and show that it
leads to significantly improved fingerspelling recognition.
1https://ttic.edu/livescu/ChicagoFSWild.htm
Figure 3: Iterative attention; R=zoom factor.
Figure 4: Ambiguity in fingerspelled handshapes. Top:
different letters with similar handshapes, produced by the
same signer. Bottom: same letter, different signers.
2. Related Work
Early work on sign language recognition from video2
mainly focused on isolated signs [7, 2]. More recent
work has focused on continuous sign language recogni-
tion and data sets [9, 10, 18, 17]. Specifically for finger-
spelling, the ChicagoFSVid data set includes 2400 finger-
spelling sequences from 4 native ASL signers. The RWTH-
PHOENIX-Weather Corpus [10] is a realistic data set of
German Sign Language, consisting of sign language videos
from 190 television weather forecasts. However, its vi-
sual variability is still fairly controlled (e.g. uniform back-
ground) and it contains a small number of signers (9) sign-
ing in a fairly formal style appropriate for weather broad-
casts. In this paper we consider a constrained task (fin-
gerspelling recognition), but with looser visual and stylistic
constraints than in most previous work. The recently intro-
duced Chicago Fingerspelling in the Wild (ChicagoFSWild)
data set [35] consists of 7304 fingerspelling sequences from
online videos. This data set includes a large number of sign-
ers (168) and a wide variety of challenging visual condi-
tions, and we use it as one of our test beds.
Automatic sign language recognition approaches often
combine ideas from computer vision and speech recog-
nition. A variety of sign language-specific visual pre-
processing and features have been proposed in prior work,
including ones based on estimated position and movement
of body parts (e.g. hand, head) combined with appear-
ance descriptors [3, 46]. Recent work has had success
with convolutional neural network (CNN)-based features
[20, 21, 23, 22, 4, 34, 35]. Much previous work on sign lan-
guage recognition, and the vast majority of previous work
on fingerspelling recognition, uses some form of hand de-
tection or segmentation to localize the region(s) of interest
as an initial step. Kim et al. [18, 19, 17] estimate a signer-
dependent skin color model using manually annotated hand
regions for fingerspelling recognition. Huang et al. [15]
learn a hand detector based on Faster R-CNN [33] using
2There has also been work on sign language recognition using other
modalities such as depth sensors (e.g., [32, 15]). Here we consider video-
only input, as it is more abundant in naturally occurring online data.
manually annotated signing hand bounding boxes, and ap-
ply it to general sign language recognition. Some sign
language recognition approaches use no hand or pose pre-
processing as a separate step (e.g., [22]), and indeed many
signs involve large motions that do not require fine-grained
gesture understanding. However, for fingerspelling recog-
nition it is particularly important to understand fine-grained
distinctions in handshape. Shi et al. [34] find that a custom-
trained signing hand detector for fingerspelling recognition,
which avoids detecting the non-signing hand during finger-
spelling, vastly improves performance over a model based
on the whole image. This distinction motivates our work
on iterative visual attention for zooming in on the relevant
regions, without requiring a dedicated hand detector.
Once visual features are extracted, they are typically
fed into sequence models such as hidden Markov models
[18, 20, 21], segmental conditional random fields [19, 17],
or recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [34, 4, 15]. In this
paper, we focus on sequential models combining convolu-
tional and recurrent neural layers due to their simplicity and
recent success for fingerspelling recognition [34, 35].
There has been extensive work on articulated hand pose
estimation, and some models (e.g., [36]) have shown real-
life applicability. However, directly applying hand pose es-
timation to real-life fingerspelling data is challenging. Fin-
gerspelling consists of quick, fine-grained movements, of-
ten complicated by occlusion, often at low frame rates and
resolutions. We find available off-the shelf pose estimation
methods too brittle to work on our data (examples of typ-
ical failures included in the supplementary material). An
additional challenge to using estimated handshapes as the
basis of fingerspelling recognition is the typically large dis-
crepancies between canonical handshapes and actual articu-
lation of hands in continuous signing in real-world settings.
Other related tasks include gesture recognition and ac-
tion recognition. Gesture recognition is related to isolated
sign recognition, which can be understood as classification
of handshapes/trajectories from a sequence of frames. Most
recent work [30, 29, 28] on gesture recognition relies on
depth images and typically also involves hand segmenta-
tion as a pre-processing step. On the other hand, action
recognition [39, 37, 40] is focused on classification of gen-
eral video scenes based on visual appearance and dynam-
ics. While our task can be viewed as an example of rec-
ognizing a sequence of gestures or actions, sign language
(especially fingerspelling) recognition involves discriminat-
ing fine-grained handshapes and trajectories from relatively
small image regions, further motivating our approach for
zooming in on relevant regions.
Spatial attention has been applied in vision tasks includ-
ing image captioning [44] and fine-grained image recog-
nition [42, 43, 47, 27]. Our use of attention to iteratively
zoom in on regions of interest is most similar to the work of
Fu et al. [11] using a similar “zoom-in” attention for image
classification. Their model is trained directly from the full
image, and iterative localization provides small gains; their
approach is also limited to a single image. In contrast, our
model is applied to a frame sequence, producing an “atten-
tion tube”, and is iteratively trained with frame sequences
of increasing resolution, yielding sizable benefits.
The most closely related work to ours is that of Shi et
al. [34], which first addressed fingerseplling recognition in
the wild. In contrast to this prior work, we propose an end-
to-end approach that directly transcribes a sequence of im-
age frames into letter sequences, without a dedicated hand
detection step. To our knowledge this is the first attempt to
address the continuous fingerspelling recognition problem
in challenging visual conditions, without relying on hand
detection. Our other main contribution is the first success-
ful, large-scale effort to crowdsource sign language anno-
tation, which significantly increases the amount of training
data and leads to a large improvement in accuracy.
3. Task and model
The fingerspelling recognition task takes as input a se-
quence of image frames (or patches) I1, I2, ..., IT and pro-
duces as output a sequence of letters w = w1, w2, ..., wK ,
K ≤ T . Note that there is no alignment between the input
and output, and typically K is several times smaller than
T as there are several frames per letter. We consider the
lexicon-free setting, that is we do not assume a closed dic-
tionary of allowed fingerspelled words, since fingerspelled
sequences are often ones that do not occur in typical dictio-
naries. Our approach for fingerspelling recognition includes
the attention-based sequence model and the iterative atten-
tion approach, each described below.
3.1. Attention-based recurrent neural network
The attention-based recurrent neural network transcribes
the input image sequence I1, I2, ..., IT into a letter sequence
w = w1, w2, ..., wK . One option is to extract visual features
with a 2D-CNN on individual frames and feed those fea-
tures to a recurrent neural network to incorporate temporal
structure. Alternatively, one can obtain a spatio-temporal
representation of the frame sequence by applying a 3D-
CNN to the stacked frames. Both approaches lack attention
– a mechanism to focus on the informative part of an im-
age. In our case, most information is conveyed by the hand,
which often occupies only a small portion of each frame.
This suggests using a spatial attention mechanism.
Our attention model is based on a convolutional recurrent
architecture (see Figure 5). At frame t, a fully convolutional
neural network is applied on the image frame It to extract
a feature map ft. Suppose the hidden state of the recurrent
unit at timestep t−1 is et−1. We compute the attention map
β t based on ft and et−1 (where i, j index spatial locations):
Figure 5: Recurrent CNN with attention.
vtij = u
T
f tanh (Wdet−1 +Wf ftij) βtij =
exp (vtij)∑
i,j
exp (vtij)
The attention map β t reflects the importance of features
at different spatial locations to the letter sequence. Op-
tionally, we include a prior-based attention term M, which
represents prior knowledge we have about the importance
of different spatial locations for our task. For instance, M
may be based on optical flow, as regions in motion are more
likely than static regions to correspond to a signing hand.
The visual feature vector at time step t is a weighted aver-
age of ftij , 1 ≤ i ≤ h, 1 ≤ j ≤ w, where w and h are the
width and height of the feature map respectively:
At =
β t Mαt∑
p,q
βtpqM
α
tpq
, ht =
∑
i,j
ftijAtij (1)
whereA represents the (posterior) attention map and α con-
trols the relative weight of the prior and attention weights
learned by the model. The state of the recurrent unit at time
step t is updated via et = LSTM(et−1,ht) where LSTM
refers to a long short-term memory unit [14] (though other
types of RNNs could be used here as well).
The sequence E = (e1, e2, . . . , eT ) can be viewed as
high-level features for the image frames. Once we have this
sequence of features, the next step is to decode it into a
letter sequence: (e1, e2, ..., eT ) → w = w1, w2, ..., wK .
Our model is based on connectionist temporal classification
(CTC) [13], which requires no frame-to-letter alignment for
training. For a sequence of visual features e of length T , we
generate frame-level label posteriors via a fully-connected
layer followed by a softmax, as shown in Figure 5. In CTC,
the frame-level labels are drawn from L ∪ {blank}, where
L is the true label set and blank is a special label that can
be interpreted as “none of the above”. The probability of a
complete frame-level labeling pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , piT ) is then
p(pi|e1:T ) =
T∏
t=1
softmax
pit
(Weet + b
e) (2)
At test time, we can produce a final frame-level label
sequence by taking the highest-probability label at each
frame (greedy search). Finally, the label sequence w =
w1, w2, ..., wK is produced from the frame-level sequence pi
via the CTC “label collapsing function” B, which removes
duplicate frame labels and then blanks.
At training time CTC maximizes log probability of the fi-
nal label sequence, by summing over all compatible frame-
level labelings using a forward-backward algorithm.
Language model In addition to this basic model, at test
time we can also incorporate a language model providing
a probability for each possible next letter given the previ-
ous ones. We use a beam search to find the best letter se-
quence, in a similar way to decoding approaches used for
speech recognition: The score for hypotheses in the beam is
composed of the CTC model’s score (softmax output) com-
bined with a weighted language model probability, and an
additional bias term for balancing insertions and deletions.
3.2. Iterative visual attention via zooming in
The signing hand(s) typically constitute only a small por-
tion of each frame. In order to recognize fingerspelling se-
quences, the model needs to be able to reason about fine-
grained motions and minor differences in handshape. The
attention mechanism enables the model to focus on infor-
mative regions, but high resolution is needed in order to
retain sufficient information in the attended region. One
straightforward approach is to use very high-resolution in-
put images. However, since the convolutional recurrent en-
coder covers the full image sequence, using large images
can lead to prohibitively large memory footprints. Using
the entire frame in real-world videos also increases vulner-
ability to distractors/noise.
To get the benefit of high resolution without the extra
computational burden, we propose to iteratively focus on
regions within the input image frames, by refining the at-
tention map. Given a trained attention model H, we run in-
ference with H on the target image sequence I1, I2, . . . , IT
to generate the associated sequence of posterior attention
maps: A1,A2, . . . ,AT . We use the sequence of attention
maps to obtain a new sequence of images I′1, I
′
2, . . . , I
′
T
consisting of smaller bounding boxes within the original
images. The fact that we extract the new frames by zoom-
ing in on the original images is key, since this allows us to
retain the highest resolution available in the original video,
while restricting our attention and without paying the price
for using large high resolution frames.
We then train a new model H′ that takes I′1, I′2, . . . , I′T
as input. We can iterate this process, finding increasingly
smaller regions of interest (ROIs). This iterative process
runs for S steps (producing S trained models) until ROI
images of sufficiently high resolution are obtained. In prac-
tice, the stopping criterion for iterative attention is based on
fingerspelling accuracy on held-out data.
Given a series of zooming ratios (ratios between the size
of the bounding box and the full frame) R1, R2..., RS , the
zooming process sequentially finds a series of bounding box
sequences {b1t}1≤t≤T , ..., {bSt }1≤t≤T . We describe in the
experiments section how we choose Rs.
This iterative process generates S models. At test
time, for each input image sequence I1, I2, ..., IT , the mod-
els H1:S−1 are run in sequence to get a sub-region se-
quence IS−11 , I
S−1
2 , ..., I
S−1
T . For simplicity we just use
the last model HS for word decoding based on input
IS−11 , I
S−1
2 , ..., I
S−1
T . The iterative attention process is il-
lustrated in Algorithm 1 and Figures 3, 6.
Figure 6: Illustration of one iteration of iterative attention,
consisting of finding a zoomed-in ROI sequence based on
the sequence of visual attention maps. 1st row: sequence of
attention maps overlaid by candidate boxes of every frame.
Green boxes are selected by dynamic programming. 2nd
row: final sequence of bounding boxes after averaging.
We next detail how bounding boxes are obtained in each
iteration of iterative attention (illustrated in Figure 6). In
each iteration s, the goal is to find a sequence of bounding
boxes {b1, b2, ..., bT } based on the posterior attention map
sequence {A1,A2, ...,AT } and the zoom factor R, which
determines the size of bi relative to the size of Is. In each
frame Ist , we put a box of sizeRs|Is| centered at each of the
top k peaks in the attention map At. Each box bit, t ∈ [T ],
i ∈ [k], is assigned a score ait equal to the attention value at
its center. We define a linking score between two bounding
boxes bit in consecutive frames as follows:
sc(bit, b
j
t+1) = a
i
t + a
j
t+1 + λ ∗ IoU(bit, bjt+1), (3)
where IoU(bit, b
j
t+1) is the Jaccard index (intersection over
union) of bit and b
j
t+1 and λ is a hyperparameter that trades
off between the box score and smoothness. Using IoU has a
smoothing effect and ensures that the framewise bounding
box does not switch between hands. This formulation is
analogous to finding an “action tube” in action recognition
[12]. Finding the sequence of bounding boxes with highest
average s can be written as the optimization problem
Algorithm 1 Iterative attention via zooming in.
Training, Input: {(In,01:Tn , wn)}1≤n≤N
1: for s ∈ {1, 2, ..., S} do
2: Train modelHs with (In,s−11:Tn , wn)1≤n≤N
3: for n = 1, ...N do
4: Run inference on In1:Tn withHs to obtain
5: attention map An1:Tn
6: Solve Equation 4 to obtain sequence of
7: bounding boxes bn1:Tn
8: Crop and resize In,01:Tn with b
n
1:Tn
to get In,s1:Tn
9: Return {Hs}, 1 ≤ s ≤ S
Test, Input: I01:T , {Hs}, 1 ≤ s ≤ S
1: for s ∈ {1, 2, ..., S} do
2: Run inference on Is−11:T withHs to obtain attention
3: map A1:T and predicted words ws
4: Solve Equation 4 to obtain sequence of
5: bounding boxes b1:T
6: Crop and resize I01:T with b1:T to get I
s
1:T
7: Return wS
argmax
i1,...,iT
1
T
T−1∑
t=1
sc(bitt , b
it+1
t+1 ) (4)
which can be efficiently solved by dynamic programming.
Once the zooming boxes are found, we take the average of
all boxes within a sequence for further smoothing, and fi-
nally crop the zoom-in region from the original (full res-
olution) image frames to avoid any repetitive interpolation
artifacts from unnecessary resizing. We describe our pro-
cess for determining the zoom ratios R1:S in Section 5.3.
4. Data and crowdsourced annotations
We use two data sets: Chicago Fingerspelling in the
Wild (ChicagoFSWild) [35], which was carefully anno-
tated by experts; and a crowdsourced data set we intro-
duce here, ChicagoFSWild+. Both contain clips of finger-
spelling sequences excised from sign language video “in the
wild”, collected from online sources such as YouTube and
deafvideo.tv. ChicagoFSWild contains 5455 training
sequences from 87 signers, 981 development (validation)
sequences from 37 signers, and 868 test sequences from 36
signers, with no overlap in signers in the three sets.
We developed a fingerspelling video annotation interface
derived from VATIC [41] and have used it to collect our new
data set, ChicagoFSWild+, by crowdsourcing the annota-
tion process via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Annotators are
presented with one-minute ASL video clips and are asked
to mark the start and end frames of fingerspelling within
the clips (if any is present), to provide a transcription (a se-
quence of English letters) for each fingerspelling sequence,
but not to align the transcribed letters to video frames. Two
annotators are used for each clip. The videos in ChicagoF-
SWild+ include varied viewpoints and styles (Figure 1).
Gender (%) female 32.7 male 63.2 other 4.1
Handedness (%) left 10.6 right 86.9 other 2.5
Table 1: Statistics of ChicagoFSWild+ (train+test+dev).
“Other” includes multiple signers, unknown, etc.
ChicagoFSWild+ includes 50,402 training sequences
from 216 signers (Table 1), 3115 development sequences
from 22 signers, and 1715 test sequences from 22 sign-
ers. This data split has been done in such a way as to
approximately evenly distribute certain attributes (such as
signer gender and handedness) between the three sets. In
addition, in order to enable clean comparisons between re-
sults on ChicagoFSWild and ChicagoFSWild+, we used the
signer labels in the two data sets to ensure that there are
no overlaps in signers between the ChicagoFSWild training
set and the ChicagoFSWild+ test set. Finally, the annota-
tions in the development and test sets were proofread and
a single “clean” annotation kept for each sequence in these
sets. For the training set, no proofreading has been done
and both annotations of each sequence are used. Compared
to ChicagoFSWild, the crowdsourcing setup allows us to
collect dramatically more training data in ChicagoFSWild+,
with significantly less expert/researcher effort.
5. Experiments
We report results on three evaluation sets: ChicagoF-
SWild/dev is used to initially assess various methods and
select the most promising ones; ChicagoFSWild/test results
are directly comparable to prior work [35]; and finally, re-
sults on our new ChicagoFSWild+/test set provide an ad-
ditional measure of accuracy in the wild on a set more than
twice the size of ChicagoFSWild/test. These are the only ex-
isting data sets for sign language recognition “in the wild”
to our knowledge. Performance is measured in terms of let-
ter accuracy (in percent), computed by finding the minimum
edit (Hamming) distance alignment between the hypothe-
sized and ground-truth letter sequences. The letter accuracy
is defined as 1 − S+D+IN , where S,D, I are the numbers
of substitutions, insertions, and deletions in the alignments
and N is the number of ground-truth letters.
5.1. Initial frame processing
We consider the following scenarios for initial process-
ing of the input frames:
Whole frame Use the full video frame, with no cropping.
Face ROI Crop a region centered on the face detection box,
but 3 times larger.
Face scale Use the face detector, but instead of cropping,
resize the entire frame to bring the face box to a canonical
Method Letter accuracy (%)
Whole frame 11.0
Whole frame+attention 23.0
Ours+whole frame 42.8
Ours+whole frame+LM 43.6
Face scale 10.9
Face scale+attention 14.2
Ours+face scale 42.9
Ours+face scale+LM 44.0
Face ROI 27.8
Face ROI+attention 33.4
Face ROI+attention+LM 35.2
Ours+face ROI 45.6
Ours+face ROI+LM 46.8
Hand ROI [35] 41.1
Hand ROI+LM [35] 42.8
Hand ROI+attention 41.4
Hand ROI+attention+LM 43.1
Ours+hand ROI 45.0
Ours+hand ROI+LM 45.9
Table 2: Results on ChicagoFSWild/dev; training on
ChicagoFSWild/train. Ours+X: iterative attention (pro-
posed method) applied to input obtained with X. +LM: add
language model trained on ChicagoFSWild/train.
size (36 pixels).
Hand ROI Crop a region centered on the box resulting from
the signing hand detector, either the same size as the bound-
ing box or twice larger (this choice is a tuning parameter).
5.2. Model variants
Given any initial frame processing X from the list above,
we compare several types of models:
X Use the sequence of frames/regions in a recurrent
convolutional CTC model directly (as in Figure 5, but
without visual attention). For X = Hand ROI, this is the
approach used in [35], the only prior work on the task of
open-vocabulary fingerspelling recognition in the wild.
X+attention Use the model of Figure 5.
Ours+X Apply our iterative attention approach starting
with the input produced by X.
The architecture of the recognition model described in
Sec. 3.1 is the same in all of the approaches, except for the
choice of visual attention model. All input frames (cropped
or whole) are resized to a max size of 224 pixels, except for
Face scale which yields arbitrary sized frames. Images of
higher resolution are not used due to memory constraints.
5.3. Implementation Details
We use the signing hand detector provided by the au-
thors of [35], and the two-frame motion (optical flow) esti-
mation algorithm of Farneback [8].
We use the implementation of [1] for face detection,
trained on the WIDER data set [45]. To save computation
we run the face detector on one in every five frames in each
sequence and interpolate to get bounding boxes for the re-
maining frames. In cases where multiple faces are detected,
we form “face tubes” by connecting boxes in subsequent
frames with high overlap. Tubes are scored by average op-
tical flow within an (expanded) box along the tube, and the
highest scoring tube is selected. Bounding box positions
along the tube are averaged, producing the final set of face
detection boxes for the sequence. See supplementary mate-
rial for additional details.
Model training The convolutional layers of our model
are based on AlexNet [24]3 pre-trained on ImageNet [5].
The last max-pooling layer of AlexNet is removed so that
we have a sufficiently large feature map. When the input
images are of size 224 × 224, the extracted feature map
is of size 13 × 13; larger inputs yield larger feature maps.
We include 2D-dropout layers between the last three con-
volutional layers with drop rate 0.2. For the RNN, we use a
one-layer LSTM network with 512 hidden units. The model
is trained with SGD, with an initial learning rate of 0.01 for
20 epochs and 0.001 for an additional 10 epochs. We use
development set accuracy for early stopping. We average
optical flow images at timestep t − 1, t and t + 1, and use
the magnitude as the prior map Mt (Equation 1) for time
step t. The language model is an LSTM with 256 hidden
units, trained on the training set annotations.4 Experiments
are run on an NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU.
Zoom ratios For each iteration of the iter-
ative visual attention, we consider zoom ratios
R ∈ {0.9, 0.92, 0.93, 0.94}, and find the optimal se-
quence of ratios by beam search, with beam size 2,
using accuracy on ChicagoFSWild+/dev as the evaluation
criterion. The parameter λ in Equation (3) is tuned to 0.1.
5.4. Results
Results on dev Table 2 shows results on ChicagoF-
SWild/dev for models trained on ChicagoFSWild/train.
First, for all types of initial frame processing, perfor-
mance is improved by introducing a standard visual at-
tention mechanism. The whole-frame approach (whether
scaled by considering face detections, or not) is improved
the most , since without attention too much of model capac-
ity is wasted on irrelevant regions; however, attention ap-
plied to whole frames remains inferior to ROI-based meth-
ods. Using the pre-trained hand or face detector to guide
3We do not use a deeper network like VGG [38]), as the memory re-
quirements are prohibitive due to its depth/stride combination when work-
ing on entire video sequences. Experiments with a relatively shallow
ResNet-18 showed no improvement over the AlexNet backbone.
4Training on external English text is not appropriate here, since the
distribution of fingerspelled words is quite different from that of English.
the ROI extraction produces a large boost in accuracy, con-
firming that focusing the model on a high-resolution, task-
relevant ROI is important. These ROI-based methods still
benefit from adding standard attention, but the improve-
ments are smaller (face ROI: 5.6%, hand ROI: 0.3%).
In contrast, our iterative attention approach, which does
not rely on any pretrained detectors, gets better perfor-
mance than detector-based methods, including the approach
of [35] (Hand ROI), even when attention is added to the
latter (42.8% for Ours+whole frame vs. 41.4% for Hand
ROI+attention). Our approach of (gradually) zooming in
on an ROI therefore outperforms a signing hand detector.
Specifically in Hand ROI, the improvement suggests sign-
ing hands can get more precisely located with our approach
after initialization from a hand detector.
Finally, adding a language model yields modest accuracy
improvements across the board. The language model has
a development set perplexity of 17.3, which is quite high
but still much lower than the maximum possible perplexity
(the number of output labels). Both the high perplexity and
small improvement from the language model are unsurpris-
ing, since fingerspelling is often used for rare words.
Method ChicagoFSWild ChicagoFSWild+
Hand ROI+LM [35] 41.9 41.2
+new data 57.5 58.3
Ours+whole frame+LM 42.4 43.8
+new data 57.6 61.0
Ours+hand ROI+LM 42.3 45.9
+new data 60.2 61.1
Ours+face ROI+LM 45.1 46.7
+new data 61.2 62.3
Table 3: Results on ChicagoFSWild/test and ChicagoF-
SWild+/test. Black: trained on ChicagoFSWild/train;
Green: trained on ChicagoFSWild/train + ChicagoF-
SWild+/train.
Results on test We report results on ChicagoFSWild/test
for the methods that are most competitive on dev (Table 3).
All of these use some form of attention (standard or our
iterative approach) and a language model. We again note
that this table includes comparison to the only prior work
applicable to this task known to us [35].
The combination of face-based initial ROI with our it-
erative attention zooming produces the best results over-
all. This is likely due to the complexity of our image
data. In cases of multiple moving objects in the same im-
age, the zooming-in process may fail especially in initial
iterations of whole frame-based processing, when the res-
olution of the hand is very low because of downsampling
given memory constraints. On the other hand, the initial
face-based ROI cropping is likely to remove clutter and
distractors without loss of task-relevant information. How-
ever, even without cropping to the face-based ROI, our ap-
Figure 7: Letter accuracy vs. iteration in the Ours+face
ROI setting, showing an example ROI zooming ratio se-
quence found by beam search (shown, red curve). Blue
stars: accuracy with other zooming ratios considered.
proach (Ours+whole frame+LM) still improves over the
hand detection-based one of [35].
Training on additional data Finally, we report the effect of
extending the training data with the ChicagoFSWild+/train
set, increasing the number of training sequences from 5,455
to 55,856. The crowdsourced annotations in ChicagoF-
SWild+ may be noisier, but they are much more plenti-
ful. In addition, the crowdsourced training data includes
two annotations of each sequence, which can be seen as
a form of natural data augmentation. As Table 3 shows
(in green), all tested models benefit significantly from the
new data. But the large gap between our iterative atten-
tion approach and the hand detector-based approach of [35]
remains. The improvement of our approach over [35] ap-
plied to whole frames is larger on the ChicagoFSWild+ test
set. The hand detector could become less accurate due to
possible domain discrepancy between ChicagoFSWild (on
which it was trained) and ChicagoFSWild+. In contrast, our
model replacing the off-the-shelf hand detector with an it-
erative attention-based “detector” is not influenced by such
a discrepancy.
5.5. Additional analysis
Effect of iterative zooming The results of Table 2 indi-
cate that iterative zooming gives a large performance boost
over the basic model. In both face ROI and whole frame
setups, the hand corresponds to only a small portion of the
input image. Figure 7 shows how the accuracy and the in-
put image evolve in successive zooming iterations. Though
no supervision regarding the hand is used for training, the
location of the signing hand is implicitly learned through
the attention mechanism. Higher recognition accuracy sug-
gests that the learned attention locates the hand more pre-
cisely than a separately trained detector. To test this hy-
pothesis, we measure hand detection performance on the
dev set from the hand annotation data in ChicagoFSWild.
At the same miss rate of 0.158, the average IoU’s of the
attention-based detector and of the separately trained hand
detector are 0.413 and 0.223, respectively. Qualitatively, we
also compare the sequences of signing hands output by the
two detectors. See supplementary material for more details.
As we zoom in, two things happen: The resolution of the
hand increases, and more of the potentially distracting back-
ground is removed. One could achieve the former without
the latter by enlarging the initial input by 1/R. We com-
pared this approach to iterative attention, and found that (i)
it was prohibitively memory-intensive (we could not pro-
ceed past one zooming iteration), (ii) it decreased perfor-
mance, and (iii) the prior on attention became more impor-
tant (see supplementary material). Therefore, iterative at-
tention allows us to operate at much higher resolution than
would have been possible without it, and in addition helps
by removing distracting portions of the input frames.
Robustness to face detection accuracy Since our best re-
sults are obtained with a face detector-based initial ROI, we
investigate the sensitivity of the results to the accuracy of
face detection, and we find that recognition performance
degrades gracefully with face detector errors. See the sup-
plementary material for details and experiments.
Timing Our best method, Ours+face ROI+LM, takes on
average 65ms per frame.
Human performance We measured the letter accuracy on
ChicagoFSWild/test of a native signer and two additional
proficient signers. The native signer has an accuracy of
86.1%; the non-native signers have somewhat lower accura-
cies (74.3%, 83.1%). These results indicate that the task is
not trivial even for humans, but there is still much room for
improvement from our best machine performance (61.2%).
6. Conclusion
We have developed a new model for ASL fingerspelling
recognition in the wild, using an iterative attention mech-
anism. Our model gradually reduces its area of attention
while simultaneously increasing the resolution of its ROI
within the input frames, yielding a sequence of models of
increasing accuracy. In contrast to prior work, our approach
does not rely on any hand detection, segmentation, or pose
estimation modules. We also contribute a new data set of
fingerspelling in the wild with crowdsourced annotations,
which is larger and more diverse than any previously ex-
isting data set, and show that training on the new data sig-
nificantly improves the accuracy of all models tested. The
results of our method on both the new data set and an exist-
ing benchmark are better than the results of previous meth-
ods by a large margin. We expect our iterative attention
approach to be applicable to other fine-grained gesture or
action sequence recognition tasks.
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A. Pose estimation on fingerspelling data in the
wild
To illustrate the difficulty of using pose es-
timation for our fingerspelling recognition task,
we ran an off-the-shelf pose estimator, OpenPose
(https://github.com/CMU-Perceptual-
Computing-Lab/openpose), on our fingerspelling
data. Example results are shown in Figure 8. OpenPose is a
person keypoint detection library including a hand keypoint
estimation module. Due to the visual challenges in our
fingerspelling data, signing hands are not detected in some
frames. Furthermore, the hand pose is often not correctly
estimated even if the signing hand is detected successfully.
B. Face detector
The model and training data for the face detector we use
have been described in the main paper. Here we provide
additional detail on how we apply the face detector in the
face ROI and face scale setups, in particular on how the
ROI is extraced and scaled.
To save computation, the face detector is run on one in
every five frames per sequence, interpolating the detections
for the remaining 80% of the frames. If only one face is
detected, we take the average of all bounding boxes for the
whole sequence. In cases where multiple faces are detected,
we first find a smooth “face tube” by successively taking the
bounding box in the next frame that has the highest IoU with
the face bounding box in the current frame. For every tube,
a motionness score is defined as the average value of optical
flow within a surrounding region (3× size of bounding box).
Finally the tube with the highest score is selected and again
the box is averaged over the whole sequence. In cases where
face detection fails, we use the mean of all face bounding
boxes detected in all images of the same size in the training
set. We empirically observe that the failure case where no
Figure 8: Examples of pose estimation failure on fingerspelling data from ChicagoFSWild.
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face is detected is rare (∼ 0.5% of the training set).
In the face ROI setting, a large region centered on the de-
tected face bounding box is cropped and resized to serve as
input. This is because the signing hand(s) are spatially close
to the face during fingerspelling. Specifically we crop a re-
gion centered on the bounding box which is 3 times larger.
The ROI is resized with a ratio of 224max(wroi,hroi) and then
padded on the short side to make a squared target image of
size 224× 224.
In the face scale setting, we only scale the original frame
based on the size of the face bounding box to avoid artifacts
arising from cropping. The purpose of scaling is to make the
scale of hands in different input sequences roughly uniform.
As our data are from videos with a large variety of view-
points and resolutions, the scale of the hands varies over
a wide range. For instance the proportion of the hand in
an image from a webcam video can be several times larger
than that in an image from a third-person view. Specifically
we pre-set a base size b (36 in our experiments) for the face
bounding box. Input images of original size WI ×HI with
a bounding box of size wI × hI are rescaled with a ratio of
b
max(wI ,hI)
. If the image area is larger than 224× 224 after
rescaling, we further rescale by a ratio of α to ensure the re-
sulting image has at most 224×224 resolution due to mem-
ory constraints. α is multiplied in the iterative zooming-in
for that input sequence.
C. Signing hand detector
We adopt the signing hand detector used in [35], made
available by the authors. Unlike a general hand detector,
the objective here is to detect the signing hand.1 The de-
tector is based on Faster R-CNN [33] and takes both the
RGB image frame and corresponding optical flow as input.
VGG-16 [38] is used as the backbone architecture. Unlike
a general object detector, only the first 9 layers of VGG-
16 are preserved and the stride of the network is reduced
to 4. This is done so as to capture more fine details, since
the signing hand tends to be small relative to the frame size.
To enforce sequence-level smoothness, framewise bound-
ing boxes are linked to a “signing tube”. The linking pro-
cess takes into account the IoU between bounding boxes in
consecutive frames. More details on the hand detector can
be found in [35].
Apart from the original hand detector used in [35], we
also experimented with variants including using all convo-
lutional layers of VGG-16 and concatenating feature maps
in different layers to make it multi-scale as in [26, 25].
We did not observe any improvement from these variants,
which may be because those more complex networks suffer
from overfitting due to the limited amount of hand annota-
1A large proportion of the video frames collected in the wild contain
more than one hand.
tions. In addition, we notice that the majority of errors made
by the hand detector consist of confusion between signing
and non-signing hands instead of between hands and back-
ground objects. Typical errors can be seen in Figure 9. Thus
it is difficult to mitigate the issue of data scarcity by simply
augmenting our training data with external hand datasets
from other domains.
D. Experiments on zooming vs. enlarging,
prior vs. no prior
We ran the following experiment to show the benefits
of distraction removal obtained by the zooming employed
in iterative attention, in addition to the increase in resolu-
tion. In particular, we compare the accuracy of zooming
at ratio R and enlarging the input images by 1R in the face
ROI setting. For this experiment, R is set to 0.93, corre-
sponding to the zooming ratio we use in the first iteration.
Comparison on smaller ratios is not feasible due to GPU
memory constraints (12GB in our case). For both zoom-
ing and enlarging, the resolution of the signing hand is the
same. As can be seen from Table 4, zooming outperforms
enlarging. When the prior map is used, the gap between the
two approaches is small. This is mainly because distracting
portions can be filtered via the motion-based prior in our
model. The gain of zooming becomes much larger when we
do not use optical flow as a complementary prior, demon-
strating the benefit of distraction removal in our approach.
Additionally, the motion-based prior has a negligible effect
on the accuracy of our approach in this setting.
R = 0.93 Zooming Enlarging
with prior 39.6 39.3
without prior 39.8 38.1
Table 4: Accuracy comparison between zooming and en-
larging in the face ROI setting.
E. Experiments on robustness to face detection
errors
A face detector is used in two experimental setups: face
ROI and face scale. To see how robust the model is to face
detection errors, we add noise to the bounding box output
by the face detector. Specifically, two types of noise were
separately added: size noise and position noise. For size
noise, we perturb the actual face detection boxes by mul-
tiplying the width and height of the box by factors each
drawn from N (1, σ2s). For position noise, we add values
drawn from N (0, σ2p) to the center coordinates of the face
detection boxes. Note that position noise only affects the
face ROI experiments. We vary σs, σp and show results in
Table 5, 6. Overall we find that position noise has a smaller
impact on accuracy compared to size noise. The face scale
setup, where no cropping is done in pre-processing, is more
robust to size noise than the face ROI setup is. Adding size
noise brings a small improvement in this setting, which pro-
vides evidence that the face detector we use is not perfect.
σs IoU Face ROI Face Scale
0.0 1.000 45.6 42.9
0.1 0.858 45.2 42.7
0.2 0.741 44.7 43.3
0.3 0.641 44.3 44.0
0.4 0.556 42.6 43.3
Table 5: Impact of size noise on letter accuracy for face
ROI and face scale setups. IoU is measured between the
perturbed and original bounding boxes.
σp IoU Face ROI
0.0 1.000 45.6
0.5 0.780 45.2
1.0 0.621 45.0
1.5 0.499 44.6
2.0 0.402 44.2
Table 6: Impact of position noise on letter accuracy for
the face ROI setup. Note the face scale is not affected by
position noise. IoU is measured between the perturbed and
original bounding boxes.
F. Iterative attention vs. off-the-shelf signing
hand detector
Iterative attention serves as an implicitly learned “de-
tector” of signing hands. We compare the performance of
this detector with a separately trained signing hand detec-
tor here. The signing hand detector is the one used in [35]
and has been described in the previous section. We convert
the iterative attention ROI to an explicit detector through
the following steps: take the input image of the last iter-
ation, backtrack to the original image frame to get its co-
ordinates, and use these coordinates as the bounding box.
We take a model trained in the face ROI setting and com-
pare it with an off-the-shelf detector. Figure 9 shows ex-
ample sequences from the ChicagoFSWild dev set, where
our approach successfully finds signing sequences while the
off-the-shelf detector fails. For quantitative evaluation, we
take the dev set of hand annotation data in ChicagoFSWild,
which includes 233 image frames from 19 sequences, and
remove all frames with two signing hands. That amounts
to 200 image frames in total. We compute average IoU and
miss rate between the target bounding box and ground truth.
The miss rate is defined as 1-intersection/ground-truth area.
As the two detectors have different IoU’s and miss rates, for
ease of comparison we resize the bounding box of the off-
the-shelf detector to keep its miss rate consistent with that of
the iterative-attention detector. As is shown in Table 7, our
detector almost doubles the average IoU of the off-the-shelf
detector at the same miss rate. Though numerical differ-
ences between IoU’s may be exaggerated due to the small
amount of evaluation data, the effectiveness of our approach
for localization of signing hands can also be inferred from
improvements in recognition accuracy.
Off-the-shelf [35] Iterative-Attn
Avg IoU 0.213 0.443
Avg Miss Rate 0.158 0.158
Table 7: Comparison of IoU between an off-the-shelf sign-
ing hand detector and a detector produced by iterative atten-
tion.
(1).
(2).
(3).
(4).
Figure 9: Signing hands detected by the iterative attention detector vs. the off-the-shelf signing hand detector [35], taken
from the ChicagoFSWild dev set. In each example, the upper row is from off-the-shelf detector and the lower row is from
iterative attention. Signing hands are successfully detected by iterative attention in all cases.
Errors made by the off-the-shelf detector: In (1) and (2), bounding boxes are switched between signing and non-signing
hand; in (3), the detected signing hand is incomplete; in (4), the non-signing hand is mis-detected as the signing hand. Note
that sequence-level smoothing has already been incorporated in the off-the-shelf detector.
